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ExactCODE releases ExactScan 2 - Award-Winning Scanning Software
Published on 04/12/09
ExactCODE GmbH has released ExactScan 2, an update to their award-winning scanning
software for Mac OS X. On top of the many features of the standard ExactScan 2 version the
Professional version adds a OCR engine and barcode recognition to create searchable PDF
documents on-the-fly. Together with the Spotlight indexing services built into Mac OS X,
these features form a document management solution suitable for small-office and
home-office environments.
Berlin, Germany - ExactScan grows to a product-family: Professional version with OCR and
Barcode recognition to create searchable document on the Mac. On top of the many features
of the standard ExactScan 2 version the Professional version adds a OCR engine and barcode
recognition to create searchable PDF documents on-the-fly. Together with the Spotlight
indexing services built into Mac OS X since 10.5 (Leopard) this features form a document
management solution suitable for small-office and home-office (SOHO) environments.
Inherited from the standard ExactScan 2 are a wide variety of advanced feature from
drivers to image processing, including:
* Auto-crop to the actual paper dimensions
* De-skew to automatically correct page skew
* Intelligent thresholding to black and white documents to decrease storage space
* Multiple ways to enhance the document colors
* Improvements of image processing performance
Additionally, ExactScan 2 allows to define multiple profiles to create presets of
different scan tasks and settings. In combination with profile buttons directly on many
supported scanners it is possible to digitalize stacks of paper with the touch of a
fingertip.
ExactScan 2 Professional also includes all of ExactCODE's scanner drivers for more than
170 different document scanners, which do otherwise not come with a manufacturers Mac
driver and would thus not work at all.
Pricing and Availability:
E
comes for an affordable Euro 89. An upgrade from the ExactScan 2 standard version to the
new Professional is available for just Euro 29.
ExactCODE:
http://www.exactcode.de/
ExactScan 2:
http://www.exactcode.de/exactscanpro/
Download ExactScan:
http://www.exactcode.de/exactscanpro/download
Purchase ExactScan:
http://www.exactcode.de/store/
Screenshot:
http://www.exactcode.de/fileadmin/products/exactscan/UI-promo.png
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ExactCODE GmbH is a research and development company located in Berlin, Germany. The
founders have more than 10 years experience in porting the GNU Compiler Compilation, Linux
and micro-kernel and a strong background in various other Open Source projects, low-level
system software and scientific background. With skills in system and application software
development and hardware design, as well as system administration and deployment,
ExactCODE creates individual and award winning products combining existing software
modules with new solutions developed dedicated for the contracted purpose. The key focus
lies on real-time, digital signal processing, multimedia applications and communication
solutions. Avision and all other registered names are trademarks of their respective
owners.
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